Join Berkeley Rep for its 50th season

Are you ready to take the next step towards your career in professional theatre? Then Join us! Berkeley Rep provides a year-long fellowship program for serious-minded, highly motivated individuals ready to cultivate their passion for theatre. Fellows are directly exposed to the daily operations of the Theatre and given the opportunity to immerse themselves in the ambitious, award-winning body of work at Berkeley Rep.

Everything you could ask for!

- Housing provided
- Monthly stipend to help cover expenses including transportation.
- Regularly scheduled seminars with guest speakers and senior leadership
- Opportunities to fulfill as many career-building goals as possible
- All fellows serve as mentors for Berkeley Rep’s annual Teen One-Acts Festival
- Professional contacts that can open doors to work in theatres all over the country

Ready to Apply?

A complete application includes:

- Application form (click below)
- Personal statement
- Résumé
- Additional documents (see fellowship descriptions)

Two letters of recommendation and one additional reference

Learn more about all instructions and requirements here

Application deadline: March 16, 2018. No phone calls, please.

Want to know more about Berkeley Rep?

Berkeley Repertory Theatre has grown from a storefront stage to a national leader in innovative theatre. Known for its core values of imagination and excellence, as well as its educated and adventurous audience, the nonprofit has provided a welcoming home for emerging and established artists since 1968. With two stages, a school, and a Tony Award for Outstanding Regional Theatre, Berkeley Rep is proud to premiere exhilarating new plays. Ten shows seen at Berkeley Rep have ended up on Broadway. More than 12 arrived off Broadway, two moved to London, two turned into films, and others have toured the nation. Come see tomorrow’s plays today at Berkeley Rep.